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From the Superintendent 

With great sadness I have to report that we 

recently had two of our members pass away, 

Walt Spreed and Bruce Hiltibrand.  They will be 

missed and may the rest in peace. 

I would like to thank Jim Senese as he has 

agreed to be  the Director for the Indian Na-

tions Division.  Jim will be our contact person 

between our division and the region and will 

also be the first contact for new NMRA mem-

bers in our area.  

I also appreciate everyone who has been step-

ping up to provide presentation at the meeting, 

it has made my job much easier, and keeps it 

interesting for the membership. 

The cost of our hobby seems to be rising,  

when I look at freight cars that are costing as 

much as locomotive use to cost it scares me.  

Luckily for me my father got me started in 

model railroading as a kid and have been buy-

ing stuff ever since.  When people come over 

they  say you must have a fortune tied up in 

this stuff. My answer is not as much as you 

think as you are looking at over 30 years of 

acquiring.  Then I look at someone just getting 

started in the hobby and the go to the shop or 

look in the magazine and sticker shock sets in,  

I can see how that may derail people from 

wanting to get involved with our hobby as being 

to expensive.  What is the answer? I don’t 

know, but I would suggest that a person gets 

started in maybe a club or round robin group 

and slowly start acquiring equipment and mate-

rials and don’t be afraid to go to train shows 

and swap meets to pick up used equipment.  

What are you thoughts? 

Look forward to seeing you at the meeting! 

Dave Salamon 

November 17
th

 Meeting 

Show and Tell: 

Structures and Dioramas 

Clinics/Presentations: 

Railfanning with the Montray’s - The Montray’s 
 
Off Layout Freight Car Storage - Steve Gillette 
 
UP Head on Collision in Western Okla. - Larry Munroe 
 
Simple Open face molds and castings - Dave Salamon 

OKC Trainshow 
9am to 5pm, Saturday, December 1, 2012 
11am to 5pm, Sunday, December 2, 2012 

Admission is $10.00 
Children 12 and under are FREE! 

http://www.okctrainshow.com/ 
 

4
th

 ANNUAL 
TULSA AREA LAYOUT DESIGN 
AND OPERATIONS WEEKEND 

March 22, 23 & 24, 2013 
 Registration - $35.00  Lunch Included 

http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/ 

http://ldopsigmeet.tulsanmra.org/


Larry’s Question of the Month: 

What is a Dead Man’s Hole ? 

(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!) 

 

2012 MEETINGS 

Nov 17 - Structures & Dioramas 

2013 MEETINGS 

Jan 19 

May 18 

Sept 21 

Nov 16 

Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30 

Meetings in the Pecan or Maple Room 

New Hardesty Library 

8316 E. 93rd St. 

(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.) 
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September Highlights 

Freight Car Modeling: With Special Emphasis on Transitio Era 

Gondolas - Charlie Tapper 

Charlie started out by talking about discussing 

modeling a fleet, important gondola designs of the 

transition ere, and modeling gondolas– the re-

search end. 

He talked about planning a car fleet making a fleet 
that Is more representative of the prototype fleet 
at a given place and time. 

If your railroad is set in a specific era and place, 
and has a specific purpose, researching a proto-
typic car fleet can be quite enjoyable, Whether it is 
Prototype or Freelanced 

 
With a Plan, Car Purchases are Made With Pur-
pose to Reflect an Expected Reality, Not to Collect, 
For Example, as Many “One of a Kind” Cars as 
Possible. 

This saves money by keeping your purchases to 
cars you actually need, or that are really prototypi-
cal. 

Key Transition Era “Standard Designs”  Using a 
Few Key Models Will Allow You To Cover Many 
Roads’ Fleets 

Gondolas are Considered Highly Individualistic for 
Each Road—But There are Enough “Standard” Types 
Out There to Make Modeling a Fleet Possible. There 
are Several Key Designs that Have Now Luckily Been 
Produced in Plastic in Several Important Scales That 
can be the Basis of Much of a Gondola Fleet  
 

Charlie's presentation 

can be found in its 

entirety in the re-

sources section at 

the division web 

page. 

 

www.tulsanmra.org 

WM “Straight-Sided” 
Version of 
Bethlehem Gondola

Bethlehem 52’ 6”  
Drop-End Mill 
Gondola

Greenville 52’ 6”  
Drop-End Mill 
Gondola

Gondolas With Loads

9 Panel Gondola

Gondola W/Coke 
Containers



September Highlights (Cont’d) 

Genreal Tips for Building Craftsman Car kits - Jon Pansius 

Jon started out by talking about having a good work environment 

to work on your kits. A comfortable chair and a table with elbow 

room.  3 point lighting, two lamps plus ambient light or fluorescent 

bube plus desk lamp. Have plenty of ventilation to blow fumes 

away from your face.  Us a piece of glass or metal plate for as-

sembly and a cutting mat for cutting on and wear glasses 

Jon suggest looking at 

prototype photo’s if possi-

ble, read and understand 

the instructions before you begin so that you plan changes 

in order or execution. 

Brace your hand, put elbows on table or brace hands on ta-

ble (use piece of wood or box to raise them,) extend your 

pinky if you have to, brace hand against the model or your 

other hand. 

Replace delicate plastic parts with 

metal ones where possible. Some resin 

parts are just basic strips and angles, 

use styrene strips or angels instead if 

they match. 

 

Tools: 
Art knives with various blades: #11, curved Carving 
blade, broken off #11 for scoring and scraping and a 
chisel blade. 
Scalpel with chisel bade for getting into corners. 
Sanding Sticks, sandpaper, small files 
Aerospace pliers and flush cutters 
Small Pointed Tweezers, soldering tweezers 
Hemostat 
Drills: #50 for 2-56 Tap Holes, #78 for Holes for Grab 
Iron and other wire parts, #73 for stirrup steps and a 2-
56 Tap. 
Small Screwdrivers 
X-acto Miter box for sanding square 
Small Machinist square 
Hair clips from drugstore to use as small clamps (bend 
to shape) 
Stickie notes for holding small parts 
Dividers and Scale rule for measuring 
Piece of wire for glue application 
Coupler height Gauge and couple tuning pliers 
4 right angle clamps for assemble flat kits 
Tissue and debonder 
Sources: carpediemstore.com ; micromark.com ;       
umm-usa.com ; and wholesale tools 



September Highlights (Cont’d) 
Whenever possible start with trucks, couplers and weights. If wheel sets are binding or loose, use 

Reboxx wheel sets. 

Use tip of #11 blade to create dimple for your drill bit. Spear small parts with a #11 blade. 

Cut metal grab irons with one leg longer than the other, insert long leg first; test fit, manipulate the 

legs to straighten out, when satisfied with alignment dip the ends of the legs in ACC and carefully 

insert, Space from side with .030” styrene strip. 

Sand Back of Resin part fret to reduce flash, back and forth/up and down/clockwise/

counterclockwise 

Hold small part with the back of a stickie note, then trim out with #11 blade, hold small parts in he-



September Highlights (Cont’d) 
Hold small part with the back of a stickie note, then trim out with #11 blade, hold small parts in he-

mostat to scrape or sand. 

 

To remove unwanted cast on parts, whittle off a bit at a time, best tools are curved carving blade and 

scalpel with a chisel blade, scrape with carving blade or use chisel blade to finish, using scoring 

blade to restore scribed lines. 

Brake rigging see Tony Thompson’s Blog (modelingthesp.blogspot.com) post for “Simple” brake sys-

tem. 

To assemble flat kits: 

Westerfield: Detail ends and sides first, assemble around the floor casting. 

Funaro: Start with a side, assemble ends and sides around the roof casting. 

Sunshine: Tack together an end and a side at right angles, then tack on another end, then tack on 

the other side, then test fit roof casting, add fillers as necessary (gap filling cement, strip styrene, 

etc.) then strengthen the joints with more glue. 

Right Clamp Method: Use right clamp to assemble end to side, leaving room for the roof casting, ad-

just, repeat for the other three corners, test fit roof, brace body as necessary, THEN glue, remove 

one clamp and reinforce glue, after that has set remove another clamp and so on. 

 

 

 

Additional Parts on Hand: 
Metal Grab irons: straight, drop, others 
Metal or Delrin stirrup steps of various styles 
Metal Wire: .010”, .008”, .012”, flat wire or bars 
Strip Styrene: 1x2, 1x3, various .010” strips, 
.030”x.060+ to space grabs, study strips for 
bracing 
Plastic ladder castings, Tichy ladder rungs 
Reboxx wheel sets of various lengths 
Nut-Bolt-Washer castings 
Washers for trucks 
Accurail brake set castings if they suit you 



Show 

& 

Tell 

Henry Townsend  

HO Scale 



Show & Tell 

Robert Bornfleth - HO Scale 



Show & Tell 

Rich Gibson - HO Scale 



Show & Tell 

Jim Ronda - HO Scale 



Ed Bommer - O Scale (above)  

HO scale (right) 

Show & Tell 

Jon Pansius - HO Scale 



Randy Smith - Sn3 

Show 

& 

Tell 

Ray Hamm - HO Scale Dave Salamon - Nn3 

Joe Salamon - G Scale 



Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf (CO&G) engine switching —Layout of Allen Sparger 


